Entertaining Australia in the Interwar Years: Cultural Representations of
Proportional Little Show People1
Etienne Boumans, MA, MSc, LLM, LLM.Eur
In the 1920s-1930s, Australia hosted several companies of well-proportioned little people
(‘midget troupes’) who perceived themselves as ‘perfectly normal, miniature adults’. In search
of social acceptance, these diminutive artists, affected by growth hormone deficiency (GHD),
rejected their impaired self and fabricated an illusion of normalcy for their audience. Contrary
to short statured people affected by other forms of dwarfism, they were rarely depicted as
grotesque or relegated to the freak show. Their management was not overtly exploitative, rather
paternalistic, and belonging to a troupe assured them a steady income. Audiences and the press
regarded them as charming and, while to some extent going along with the normative fallacy,
they had a strong desire to gaze upon these human anomalies, whose appearance and acting had
greater aesthetic appeal than that of other dwarfish people. This essay attempts to remedy this
relatively unexplored type of Otherness in an Australian context.
In early modern times and roughly speaking until World War II, (non-proportional)
dwarfs were considered deformed and, hence, socially discriminated against, by
average-statured persons as well as other (proportional) little people. Proportional
height impaired entertainers were categorised as 'midgets' and advertised as ‘no
freaks, no dwarfs but perfectly normal’.2 These hypopituitary individuals—affected by
what is now commonly called growth hormone deficiency (GHD)—perceived dwarfs
as disproportionate human oddities, monstrosities with grotesque heads, arms and
legs, and, therefore, belonging to a different species altogether.3
This article argues that, during the interwar period (1918-1939), Australian
media constantly and consensually formulated the cultural representation of
proportional little people using positive wording, an attitude which the newspaper
establishment did not display vis-à-vis disproportional dwarfish people, suffering
from more physical and often painful bodily anomalies. Throughout this article, we
will resort to two alternate prototypical terms: proportional little people (or synonyms

Caveat lector: Throughout this essay, references to “midgets”— customary in the standard expression
‘midget troupe’—have been, albeit reluctantly, retained in the interest of scholarly accuracy in quoting
the words or writings of previously published and archival material. We urge readers not to attach a
demeaning connotation to the historically and contextually correct use of the M-word. —The author.
2 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 3 May 1927, p. 2,
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/singfreepressb19270503-1.2.9.1 (accessed 21
March 2018); R. Bogdan, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities for Amusement and Profit, Chicago, IL.,
University of Chicago Press, 1988, pp. 148, 175.
3 B. Thompson, As I Know Them: A Midget’s Story of Show People, Indianapolis, IN (self-published), 1936,
p. 4. For vulgarised descriptions of dwarfish conditions, see B.M. Adelson, Dwarfism: Medical and
Psychological Aspects of Profound Short Stature, Baltimore, MA/London, Johns Hopkins University Press,
2005, pp. 287-297; W. Bodin and B. Hershey, It’s a Small World: All about Midgets, New York, CowardMcCann, 1934, p. 44.
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like ‘midget’) and non-proportional little people (or synonyms like ‘dwarf’), which is
correct in a historical usage perspective. Its objective is to deepen understanding of
past representational practices and to analyse different historical approaches in
conceptualising Otherness.
Sideshow activities, enticing the lower classes of insular Australian society,
were thoroughly researched by Richard Broome.4 However, the subject matter of
proportional little show people remains relatively unexplored by history or popular
culture scholars at traditional academic institutions, particularly in an Australian
context. I conducted a great deal of research into this fascinating subject in digitised
newspapers (National Library of Australia's Trove service: http://trove.nla.gov.au) and
in the National Archives of Australia. Newspaper articles and immigration documents
were supplemented with relevant extracts from an autobiography, published in Nazi
Germany in 1937, by Willie Rolle, a proportional little performer and Australia
aficionado.5
Tall and short people
Tall stature is generally associated with social, political, and economic success, and is
widely perceived as having cross-cultural preference; short stature, usually resulting
in an adult height of 147cm/4’10” or shorter, on the other hand, is problematic and
predicts lesser potential for success.6
In search of greater social acceptance, GHD affected short-statured people
generally rejected their impaired self to construct a portrayal reinforcing the illusion
of normality—including in the realm of sensuality and sexuality—fabricated for their
audience. This strategy proved relatively successful, as the public largely concurred
with this fantasy, although the social-cultural imagery of these little show(wo)men as
close to normal rather validated the normality of the audience. Broome explains what
this comprised: patrons gazing at little show people realised, often even
unconsciously, that they themselves were of normal stature, not dwarfish. Thus, the
confrontation with Otherness gratified the audience in their self-affirmation as
‘normal’ Australians.7 Throughout the history of popular entertainment, proportional
little people, though objects of curiosity and, hence, objectified, were cast in a way that
positively enhanced their status, while (non-proportional) dwarfs were relegated to
the back stage or freak shows.8

R. Broome with A. Jackomos, Sideshow Alley, St. Leonards (NSW), Allen & Unwin, 1998.
W. Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt: Selbsterlebtes, Halle (Saale), Hallische Nachrichten, 1937, p. 1.
Written in Fraktur (German gothic writing)—which didn’t make it any easier to study. Many thanks to
the Markt- und Schaustellermuseum in Essen (Germany) for providing a copy to this article’s author.
6 J. Ablon, Little People in America: The Social Dimensions of Dwarfism, New York/Westport/London,
Praeger, 1984, p. 7.
7 Broome, Sideshow Alley, pp. 57, 81.
8 Even in their recent seminal work on Dwarfsploitation, Paulson and Watson (deliberately?) skip
proportional little people in favour of other dwarfish types (e.g. in Freaks (1932). Angelo Rossitto
(suffering from skeletal dysplasia) is mentioned, but Harry and Daisy Earles (affected by
hypopituitarism) are not. Neither The Singer Midget’s Scandal (1921), nor Skirts (1921), featuring the
Singer Midgets, are dealt with): B. Paulson and C. Watson, Dwarfsploitation, Albany, GA, BearManor
Media, 2012.
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The media establishment in Australia often highlighted the proportional little
show people’s endeavours towards normalcy, as opposed to the (other) dwarf’s
idiosyncrasy. The media distinguished ‘disparate dwarfs’ (including those attained by
achondroplasia), from ‘symmetrical dwarfs’ (proportional little people), who they
usually affectionately called ‘midgets’.9 In 1913, The Sydney Morning Herald called a
public wedding of (disparate) dwarfs at a circus ‘a freak wedding’.10 During the
interwar period (1919-1939), Australian media continued to consign height-impaired
entertainers, affected by other anomalies than growth hormone deficiency, to circuses,
sideshows and similarly freakish spectacles. Such newspaper records displayed
dwarfs—together with Siamese twins, the bearded lady, the fat woman, and the living
skeleton—commonly as freaks or oddities, ‘making this section of the entertainment
weird and wonderful.’11 Newspaper comments on non-proportional little entertainers
were often quite demeaning, with titles like ‘Premiums of Ugliness,’ or ‘Freaks and
Monsters.’12 Daily News believed that ‘dwarfs’…freakishness is their fortune’; New Call
wrote that ‘All paths lead to the Sideshow: freaks, monstrosities, and oddities whet
curiosity’; and Farmer’s Advocate considered that ‘exhibitions of…the dwarf man are
understandable. They are good money spinners, and there is always a crowd ready to
pay hard-earned money to see some freak of human nature.’ 13 Daily News, considered
that ‘the scrutiny of thousands of more or less vulgar sightseers is to the freaks what
applause is to the artist,’ and therefore identified them as ‘happy freaks.’14
While stating that the United States was the home of freakdom, ‘smaller
crowds, heavy transportation costs between shows [made] the freaks’ earnings
considerably less in Australia.’15 In fact, a decade earlier, the press reported on the
Home Affairs Minister’s refusal of permission to bring a ‘human freak’ to Australia,
since exhibitions had been found ‘far from edifying’ and ‘these freaks [were] exploited
by sideshowmen.’16 Partly due to organised women’s action against ‘Undignified

Smith's Weekly (Sydney, NSW), 25 Jul 1936, p. 9, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/235829004
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
10 Forbes Advocate (NSW), 21 Jan 1913, p. 4, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/113857603
(accessed 22 Dec 2018).
11 Daily News (Perth, WA), 9 Sep 1933, p. 21, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/82914508
(accessed 22 Dec 2018); South Western Times (Bunbury, WA), 29 Mar 1919, p. 6,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/22933639 (accessed 22 Dec 2018); Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), 20
Aug 1928, p. 16, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/2448269 (accessed 22 Dec 2018).
12 Smith's Weekly (Sydney, NSW), 10 Apr 1920, p. 20,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/234223998 (accessed 24 Dec 2018); West Australian (Perth,
WA), 21 Aug 1937, p. 5, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/41422522 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
13 J.R.S, Sideshow Stars, Daily News (Perth, WA), 15 Jan 1920, p. 5,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/84042080 (accessed 24 Dec 2018); ‘All Paths Lead to the
Sideshow: Freaks, Monstrosities, and Oddities whet Curiosity,’ New Call (Perth, WA), 4 Oct 1932, p. 6,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/210841528 (accessed 24 Dec 2018); Freak Natures, Farmers'
Advocate (Melbourne, Vic.), 21 Dec 1923, p. 2, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/223630734
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
14 Daily News (Perth, WA), 9 Sep 1933, p. 21.
15 Smith's Weekly (Sydney, NSW), 15 Apr 1939, p. 11,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/234596514 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
16 Herald (Melbourne, Vic.), 13 Nov 1929, p. 6, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/244201459
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
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Sideshows’, legislation on the exhibition of freaks was passed, obliging the then Home
Affairs Minister to decide what could be submitted to the gaze of the Australian
public.17 At the time, Minister Blakeley, backed by the medical profession, decided not
to ‘grant permission of entrance to monstrosities.’18
There was a consistent practice of exhibiting ‘wit and humour’ at the expense
of non-proportional little people, demonstrating an astonishing lack of elementary
delicacy towards their unfortunate fate. Indeed, what to think of sayings like
‘Optimism is when the fat woman in the circus marries the dwarf,’ or ‘True to type:
the dwarf who lived on shortbread,’ or this one on beauty (to a dwarf): ‘I can tell you
quite honestly that you are the best-looking deformed, haunch-backed, bow-legged,
broken-nosed dwarf with a hare-lip that I’ve ever seen!’19
On the other side of the spectrum, The Armidale Express acknowledged, as early
as 1911, that ‘[a] midget is not a dwarf, but a perfectly normal human being’.20 Some
twenty years later The New Yorker, already a respectable wide audience magazine,
affirmed:
The midget is the normal human on a reduced scale; the typical dwarf
is short but stockily built, with slightly crooked arms and legs, and often
with a large head and flat face.21
As late as 1950, while underlining that ‘midgetism is caused by the under-functioning
of the mysterious pituitary gland,’ Brisbane’s Truth still affirmed that ‘the midget is a
perfectly formed miniature of people of natural height, [whereas] the dwarf is a freak,
with a misshapen body and sometimes a grotesque head.’22
There is no doubt that the aesthetic argument was pre-eminent in giving
cultural preference to proportional little persons, who were rarely depicted as
grotesque, ridiculous, or physically handicapped. While representational practices
illustrating ‘the spectacle of the Other’ traditionally resorted to stereotyped images of
‘midgets’, these images were more positive than those related to other dwarfish
people.23 Whereas the spectator’s subconscious association of littleness with
childishness hampered an association of dwarfs with sexual behaviour, the more
socially accepted proportional little persons were represented as closely resembling
the average-statured men and women with their sensuality, sexual desires and

Mercury (Hobart, Tas.), 1 Oct 1927, p. 14, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/24198909
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
18 Sunday Mail (Brisbane, Qld.), 2 Aug 1931, p. 20, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/100123772
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
19 ‘Breaking it gently,’ Western Grazier (Wilcannia, NSW), 18 May 1918, p. 4,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/133821880 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
20 T.P.’s Weekly, ‘Miniature Mankind,’ Armidale Express and New England General Advertiser (NSW), 20
Jun 1911, p. 3, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/191945990 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
21 A. Johnston, ‘Sideshow People-III’, New Yorker, 28 Apr 1934, p. 97.
22 Truth (Brisbane, Qld.), 27 Aug 1950, p. 5, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/201440403
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
23 S. Hall, Representation: Cultural Representation and Signifying Practices, London: Sage/Open University,
2010, p. 225.
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activity.24 Many of them were assembled by troupe managers and being attached to a
midget showbiz company allowed them to make a steady living wage. Though often
their vaudeville extravaganzas were well attended and widely acclaimed, they may
have been more notable for the advertising gimmicks, sets and costumes than for the
quality or artistry of the performances.25
Miniature adults and ‘the gaze’
Barely hampered by the ongoing war in Europe, midget troupes continued touring in
Australia throughout the 1910s and afterwards. Since human-interest stories to
maximize interest were a regular part of newspaper coverage in those days, the
presence of little people in Australia offered local reporters an opportunity to write
background material on the subject.26 These reports were invariably inspired by press
releases, marketing and advertising messages, distributed by the company’s managers
to draw attention – and crowds – to the upcoming live shows. Thus, Brisbane’s Truth
reported on ‘Habits and Manners of Tiny Tots from Many Climes’, at a time when
Irving’s Imperial Midgets were in town.27 Authors of news stories used metaphorical
language, by calling the performers ‘a score of little people—adults in years but little
children in their inches.’28 Apart from highlighting historical facts on various types of
dwarfs as pets of royals, media described the clothing style of proportional little
people, and affirmed that parents and nearly all siblings of the little men and ladies
were of normal size. Newspapers engaged in (pseudo-)scientific writing with
statements like: ‘Midgets are born of normal parents, and are normal in every respect
at birth.’29
In his tiny formatted autobiography As I Know Them: A Midget’s Story of Show
People (1936), Buddie Thompson resented to be called a ‘dwarf’, since, in his opinion,
‘a “well proportioned dwarf”…does not exist, and he preferred to be called
“midget”’.30

Bodin and Hershey, It’s a Small World, pp. 46, 90, 98. The psychology of proportional little people,
engaged in a troupe in the 1930s, has remarkedly been told by the Swedish author Lotta Lundberg in
her novel Skynda, kom och se, translated into German as Sternstunde (2016) and Dutch as Komt dat zien
(2008), http://www.partnersinstories.se/lottalundbergrollup/. Other relevant novels in this context: W.
de la Mare, Memoirs of a Midget, New York, The Press of The Readers Club, (1922) 1941; X. Mauméjean,
Lilliputia: Une tragédie de poche, Paris, Calmann-Lévy, 2008; E.L. Doctorow, World’s Fair, Plume Printing
(1985) 1996.
25 B.M. Adelson, The Lives of Dwarfs: Their Journey from Public Curiosity toward Social Liberation, New
Brunswick, NJ/London, Rutgers University Press, 2005, p. 26.
26 Bogdan, Freak Show, pp. 100, 106.
27 ‘Nature’s Accidents Make Fortune’s Favorites…Three Feet Sons and Daughters of Normal Sized
Parents’, Truth (Brisbane, Qld.), 16 May 1926, p. 9, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article199291009 (accessed
26 Jan 2018).
28 ‘Nature’s Accidents Make Fortune’s Favourites. Manners of Midgets From Many Climes’, Truth
(Sydney, NSW), 30 May 1926, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article168723191 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
29 ‘The World’s Tiny Town. Irving’s Imperial Midgets Invade Australia’, World's News (Sydney, NSW), 5
Jun 1926, p. 13, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article131457104 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
30 Thompson, As I Know Them, p. 4.
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The construction of this normative fallacy did not prevent media from saying:
‘Sydney will have the opportunity of seeing them at the Hippodrome this Saturday.’31
This brings us to the concept of ‘gaze’, addressed by theorists Sartre, Foucault and
Derrida, an essential element in power relations between the observed and the
observer.32 As Norden demonstrated, members of mainstream society have always
had a strong desire to gaze upon human anomalies, and others are all too willing to
offer glimpses of them for the right price.33 Interestingly, Broome highlights the
reciprocal character of the gazing process, since little people he researched in a
sideshow environment returned the gaze to the audience, taking pleasure in watching
patrons 'with spectacles and moustaches and lavish users of lipstick.'34
In 1926, Truth’s ‘Special Medical Correspondent’ made a genuine effort to dedramatise the subject by underlining that the word ‘dwarf’ had lost much of its sinister
significance (sic) in its progress down the centuries, and by upholding that a dwarfish
condition was not the result of any particular disease or deformity, but merely from
retarded growth and arrested development.35 By contrast, six years later, a
proportional little person, Henry (Hein) Behrens, 35 inches in height, Mayor of a onetime traveling Midget Town, in describing the ‘Advantages of Being a Midget’, stirred
up the dwarf/midget controversy:
[D]warfs differ from us in appearance, their heads being too large in
proportion to their bodies, whereas we Lilliputians have well
proportioned bodies and correspondingly small heads, though the
tallest Lilliputian stands no higher than 3 feet 2 inches.36
Stephen Cox, having spoken with many of the actors playing Munchkins in ‘The
Wizard of Oz’ and authored several books about them, affirms that since the GDH
affected little people’s bodies, and as they ‘are proportionally correct, only miniature,
they are physically more adept at dancing and moving exactly as average-sized people
do’.37 That was one—if not the most important—reason why ‘midget troupes’,
composed of proportional little people, were not relegated to freak shows or dime
theatres, but, on the contrary, toured in a variety or vaudeville circuit of their own.
‘Midgets felt they were “above” the dwarfs, and the dwarfs resented that they were

‘The World’s Tiny Town. Irving’s Imperial Midgets Invade Australia’, World's News (Sydney, NSW), 5
Jun 1926, p. 13, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article131457104 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
32 J.P. Sartre, Being and Nothingness: An Essay on Phenomenological Ontology, Washington Square Press,
1993; M. Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception, New York, Pantheon
Books, 1973; J. Derrida, The Animal That Therefore I Am (Perspectives in Continental Philosophy), Fordham
University Press, 2008, p. 192.
33 M.F. Norden, Cinema of Isolation: A History of Physical Disability in the Movies, New Brunswick, NJ,
Rutgers University Press, 1994, p. 5.
34 Broome, Sideshow Alley, p. 7.
35 ‘Midgets and Mentality: History Shows That Tiny Bodies Do Not Mean Tiny Brains’, Truth (Sydney,
NSW), 11 Jul 1926, p. 16, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article168728968 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
36 ‘Modern City of Lilliput: Some of the Advantages of Being a Midget’, Sunday Mail (Brisbane, Qld.), 3
Jul 1932, p. 15, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article97929946 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
37 S. Cox, The Munchkins of Oz, Nashville, TN, Cumberland House, 1996, p. 8.
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not in proportion’, says Cox in The Hollywood Reporter: ‘In Hollywood, midgets got
many more jobs because they were correctly proportioned.’38
‘Midget troupes’ in Australia
Ever since the 1880s, Australia hosted companies of proportional little performers.
Show managers, seeking to present an attractive and novel show, brought out
‘marvellous little people known as “Midgets”, as a treat for the Australasian public’.39
The patrons were avid of rumours and stories involving ‘the tiniest midgets’, like the
five Colibris, all grown men and women, yet, according to Express and Telegraph
(Adelaide), ‘the smallest can sit comfortably on an inverted teacup’. The paper also
uncovered that ‘Midgets…have passions like other folk, and…Prince Colibri, the
dashing young bachelor of the troupe, has been indiscreet enough to fall violently in
love with his friend Prince Dedale’s wife’.40
Donald Robbins, who was 44 inches tall, and known world-wide as ‘Admiral
Midget’, led a hypopituitary little people’s dancing troupe through Australia around
1900.41 In 1911, arriving to Fremantle on board the Omrah, Mr Beaumont Smith brought
a troupe of [about 40] midgets, all under 30 in. in height, ranging in ages
from about 18 years to 60. They are all perfectly developed men and
women in miniature, and some are married and have families… They
will tour Australia as Tiny Town, or the Village of Lilliput.42
Later that year, a group of proportional little people belonging to the world-renowned
Zeynard Lilliput Troupe, most of them Austrians, with a few Germans and
Hungarians, arrived in Adelaide on board the Zieten.43 ‘Two of them were engaged to
be married…likely…in Australia’, which was a traditional managerial gimmick to
stimulate interest among the audiences. On 16th October, so much curiosity had been
evinced in the movements of the little people, that the manager was obliged to ask for
police protection.44 Newspapers reported on—at times fictitious—romances between

S. Abramovitch, ‘Little People, Big Woes in Hollywood: Low Pay, Degrading Jobs and a Tragic Death’,
Hollywood Reporter, 25 Aug 2016, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/features/little-people-actorsactresses-low-pay-degrading-jobs-tragedy-922261 (accessed 21 March 2018).
39 ‘The Greatest Acrobats of the Day’, Sydney Morning Herald, 3 July 1889, p. 4,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article13731169 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
40 ‘Love among the Midgets’, Express and Telegraph (Adelaide, SA), 6 Jun 1891, p. 2,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article208556490 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
41 Daily Standard (Brisbane, Qld.), 17 Dec 1930, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article187435214 (accessed
27 Jan 2018).
42 ‘Tiny Town. Little People for Australia. A Troupe of Midgets’, Express and Telegraph (Adelaide, SA), 26
Jul 1911, p. 4, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article210093137 (accessed 28 Jan 2018); North Western Advocate
and Emu Bay Times (Tas.), 9 Aug 1911, p. 4, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article64196313 (accessed 28 Jan
2018). New Zealand Herald, 7 Aug 1911.
43 ‘Midget Circus Troupe. Arrival of Lilliputians’, North Western Advocate and Emu Bay Times (Tas.), 12
Oct 1911, p. 2, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article64354795 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
44 ‘Police Protection for Midgets’, Register (Adelaide, SA), 17 Oct 1911, p. 4, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle59223596 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
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the little people, though the ensuing marriage was regularly postponed until they were
‘of age’.45
In 1914, Ike Rose, an American-German impresario, arrived at Sydney Outer
Harbor from Bremen with a troupe consisting of 12 little people, among them Hop o’
my Thumb, Princess Lilliput, Colonel Little, Miss Wee Wee, Queenie Mite, Major
Atom and Admirable Dot.46 In their vaudeville show, they displayed versatility
performing as ‘diminutive gladiators as boxers’, wrestlers, singers, dancers, magicians,
and comedians.47 The entrepreneur’s task was clearly set out in the following citation:
Mr Rose’s great difficulty in forming his troupe was to obtain little
people whose physical features were normal in their abnormal way…
The midget town is not a freak show, as freak shows are understood.
Every member of the combination is as perfect in form as it is possible
for mortals to be…48
Willie Rolle
In his hard-to-find autobiography, Willy (anglicised: Willie) Rolle, whose Australian
whereabouts in the researched time frame were illustrative for his kind and well
documented, and whom we will therefore be closely following throughout this essay,
perceived himself in the same way as his fellow proportional colleagues.49 Height
impaired artist Mr Rolle, born in 1896 in Haynau (nowadays Chojnów in southwestern Poland), was recruited at fourteen by a troupe manager, who convinced his
parents with the promise that the company would only perform in the best possible
theatres.50 Rolle’s first trip went to Liliputstadt in Vienna (Austria), which hosted some
100 proportional little people in a miniature urban environment.51 Afterwards, the
troupe toured through France, Italy, Spain, and Great Britain. Then came World War
I, spoiling the fun for Germans performing on the British Isles. During the war, Rolle
toured (neutral) Scandinavia and Holland, then Germany.52 Throughout his
autobiography published in Nazi Germany in 1937, Willie could not disguise his

‘A Romance in Tiny Town’, Bundaberg Mail and Burnett Advertiser (Qld.), 27 May 1912, p. 4,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article215784073 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
46 ‘Quaint Midget City. Troupe on the Seydlitz’, Daily Herald (Adelaide, SA), 5 Jan 1914, p. 6,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article105612265 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
47 Mullumbimby Star (NSW), 30 Apr 1914, 7, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article125540431 (accessed 28 Jan
2018); Casino and Kyogle Courier and North Coast Advertiser (NSW.), 2 May 1914, p. 2,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article233952897 (accessed 28 Jan 2018); ‘Midget City’, Northern Miner
(Charters Towers, Qld.), 23 Jun 1914, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article79192184 (accessed 28 Jan
2018).
48 ‘The Wonderful Midgets. How the Troupe Was Gathered. Mr Ike Rose’s Long Journeys’, Townsville
Daily Bulletin (Qld.), 9 Jun 1914, p. 3, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article60089227 (accessed 28 Jan 2018).
49 ‘Liliputaner sind durchaus wohlproportionierte, in geistiger and seelischer Hinsicht völlig normale
Menschen, die sich eben nur durch ihren kleinen Wuchs von ihren Mitmenschen unterscheiden.’
(Midgets are by all means well-proportioned, in spiritual and mental terms completely normal human
beings, who differ from their fellow-human beings only by their limited growth. My own translation/
m.o.t.). Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, p. 1.
50 Ibid, p. 6.
51 Ibid, p. 11; Cox, The Munchkins of Oz, pp. 30-31.
52 Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, p. 69.
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preference for his Landsleute (compatriots), not even when he toured Australia, as we
shall see later.53 After having studied violin and xylophone, he chose for his gig the
baseline 'Ein Meter am Xylophon' (A meter at the xylophone, m.o.t.).54 In the early
1920s, Rolle started touring the USA, part of the time with the Hans Kasemann
Midgets. On 26 February 1926, a troupe mounted aboard the Sonoma, which brought
them to Australia for the first time; Mr Rolle’s expectations were high.55
Australia, here we come!
Willie Rolle’s showbiz company, by then Irving’s Imperial Midgets—their number
oscillating between 16 and 25—including Austrian, Belgian, Italian, Spanish, Polish,
Czech, and American little performers, arrived in Sydney in March 1926 for a
prolonged tour of Australia. They staged some six to eight performances a week; they
performed inter alia at the Empire Theatre in Brisbane (May), the Majestic Theatre in
Adelaide (August), the Victoria Theatre in Newcastle (September), and His Majesty’s
Theatre in Perth (January 1927), as well as in small towns like Broken Hill (see Figure
1).56
The media paid attention to the special circumstances—size in particular—of
the little show people (Figure 2). There were two married couples, Emil and
Marguerite Kruger, who had a one year old ‘very large baby, nearly as big as its
parents’, and Mrs and Mr Ludwig Gorell, ‘who was married to a big (sic) woman but
after a divorce…married his present much more suitable partner’.57 To make sure that
no one would think of them as children, ‘[a]ll the midgets smoke—the young women
as well as the men’.58 In their book chapter on ‘Psychoanalysing the midget’, Bodin and
Hershey alleged that proportional little [men] resulted ‘to smoking big pipes or
oversized black cigars, to carrying canes, and, when possible, to wearing mustaches,’
thus underlining their masculine virility.59 However, Buddie Thompson rejected the
assertion that little people ‘wantonly surrounded themselves with oversize articles to
make up for the fact that they themselves were undersized’.60

Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, pp. 33, 42.
Ibid, p. 73.
55 Ibid, p. 105.
56 Sun (Sydney, NSW), 23 Mar 1926, p. 14, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article224059145 (accessed 27 Jan
2018); Sydney Morning Herald (NSW), 24 Mar 1926, p. 10, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article16283415
(accessed 27 Jan 2018); Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 17 May 1926, p. 3, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle180714518 (accessed 21 Dec 2017); ‘Midgets are Coming!’, Newcastle Sun (NSW.), 20 Sep 1926, p. 8,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article163599063 (accessed 28 Jan 2018); Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die
Welt, p. 115.
57 ‘Lilliputians: Troupe on Sonoma’, Sun (Sydney, NSW), 23 Mar 1926, p. 14; Newcastle Sun (NSW.), 20
Sep 1926, p. 8.
58 World's News (Sydney, NSW), 5 Jun 1926, p. 13, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/131457104
(accessed 24 Dec 2018); Saturday Journal (Adelaide, SA), 28 Aug 1926, p. 24, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle199266734 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
59 Bodin and Hershey, It’s a Small World, p. 177.
60 Thompson, As I Know Them, p. 28.
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Figure 1. Advertisement for Irving's Imperial Midgets showing at the Victoria Theatre,
Newcastle.61

The organisers were certain the proportional little people would prove a success in
Australia, since they had toured the US for three years and had excited curiosity
everywhere. While cinema—and the rise of the talkies in particular—was a
gamechanger in showbiz and despite economic hardship, vaudeville, musical
entertainments, and theatre continued to draw audiences.62 Contrary to what was
shown by Annette Davis in other kinds of popular entertainment, no evidence was
found of attempts by (mostly upper middle class) moral guardians to censor these
performances in pursuit of keeping (Western) Australian society wholesome and
decent.63 In fact, the Australian press assured the troupe’s PR as if on command:
These little people were engaged…at an enormous salary, and…they
will prove one of the biggest attractions ever presented in Adelaide.64

The Newcastle Sun, 28 September, 1926, p. 8, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article163600564 (accessed 30
Jan 2020).
62 A. Davis, ‘Good Times for All? Popular Entertainment and Class Consciousness in Western Australian
Society during the Interwar Years,’ in J. Gregory (ed.), Western Australia Between the Wars, 1919-1939,
Studies in Western Australian History, no. 11, Jun 1990, p. 68.
63 Davis, ‘Good Times for All?', p. 78.
64 Saturday Journal (Adelaide, SA), 1 May 1926, p. 24, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article199263962
(accessed 27 Jan 2018).
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Figure 2. Willie Rolle in a photo opportunity with the mayor of Sydney, in June 1926.
Alongside Willie Rolle appeared Melita and Willie Blasaro.65

They are…the most personable assemblage of miniature men and
women ever seen on tour. They were not just ‘gathered’ in Europe. On
the contrary, they are the pick of a score of midget vaudeville and revue
troupes, with reputations as headline artists in every capital on the
Continent.66
The smallest company member was only 30 inches high and 37 years old; their ages
ranged from 19 to 44 years.67

As documented in a photo caption to 'Lord Mayor Entertains Midgets', The Sydney Morning Herald, 4
June 1926, p. 14. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article16296520 (accessed 30 Jan 2020).
(accessed 21 Jan 2018); in other reports, their names are deformed to Blasero or Blasro, and that goes for
other names as well.
66 Truth (Perth, WA), 8 Jan 1927, p. 7, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article208705055 (accessed 26 Jan 2018);
‘The Midgets. Novel New Show. Versatile Troupe’, Call (Perth, WA), 28 Jan 1927, p. 6,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article210798452 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
67 Sydney Morning Herald (NSW), 24 Mar 1926, p. 10, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16283415
(accessed 24 Dec 2018).
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A New Zealand newspaper reiterated the consensus on proportional little
entertainers: ‘The Midgets are all well formed and quite intelligent little people, with
nothing grotesque or unsightly about them.’68 The Sunday Times (Perth) judged a
typical performance by the troupe as ‘an act of unusual grace and picturesqueness’,
and praised ‘such a galaxy of talent’.69 Truth affirmed that ‘[i]n all that they do on the
stage, the midgets are clever and they are just as acceptable socially’.70
Mr Rolle’s name appeared more prominently in the Australian press as months
went by. In May 1926, at the Empire Theatre in Brisbane, Willie Rolle, ‘the diminutive
conductor of the Imperial Midgets, told the audience…that good nights were
frequently made up in small packages.’71 At a later gig, West Australian (Perth) found
that Willie ‘conducted the orchestra...with distinguished elegance…and finally
revealed himself to a manifestly appreciative audience a capital artist on the
xylophone’.72 In January 1927, when the troupe commenced a nine days’ season at His
Majesty’s Theatre in Perth, the local press called Willie Rolle ‘the world’s champion
xylophonist’, or, elsewhere, ‘the Beethoven of the Zylophone’.73 Skills and talents were
constantly exaggerated, as Bogdan already remarked (147).
In a rare interview, Willie Rolle avowed he could not play the piano, since it was
impossible for him to span an octave. On the contrary, despite his 25 inches, he could
strike every note on the xylophone, and he could also find an outlet of expression with
the violin.74
Cuteness, fashion and style
Overall, proportional little people were described by press and patrons as ‘cute’ and
‘sweet.’ Lori Merish, who researched cuteness and commodity aesthetics, argues that
cuteness is a cultural rather than a biological phenomenon, an aesthetic marked by
race, class, and gender, as well as by sexuality.75 She situates cuteness in a white
supremacist culture, and though information of racial nature is hardly available in this

‘Fullers’ Opera House: Midgets and Magician’, Press, 14 Dec 1926, p. 15,
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/CHP19261214.2.109 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
69 ‘Irving’s Imperial Midgets. Splendid Show at His Majesty’s’, Sunday Times (Perth, WA), 30 Jan 1927, p.
15, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article58316619 (accessed 21 Dec 2017).
70 Truth (Brisbane, Qld.), 16 May 1926, p. 9.
71 Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 17 May 1926, p. 3; ‘Midgets’ Conductor Pleased. Tiny Tots Arrive’,
Newcastle Sun (NSW.), 25 Sep 1926, p. 7, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article163605827 (accessed 26 Jan
2018).
72 West Australian (Perth, WA), 28 Jan 1927, p. 12, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article32009466 (accessed 26
Jan 2018); Call (Perth, WA), 4 Feb 1927, p. 5, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article210796764 (accessed 26 Jan
2018).
73 Truth (Perth, WA), 8 Jan 1927, p. 7, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/208705005 (accessed 24
Dec 2018); Daily News (Perth, WA), 26 Jan 1927, p. 10, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article83073429
(accessed 21 Jan 2018); Albany Advertiser (WA), 8 May 1933, p. 4,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/70226574 (accessed 24 Dec 2018); Daily News (Perth, WA), 31
Jan 1927, p. 10, https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/83070455 (accessed 24 Dec 2018).
74 Newcastle Sun (NSW.), 25 Sep 1926, p. 7; Daily News (Perth, WA), 21 Jan 1927, p. 10,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article83069342 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
75 L. Merish, ‘Cuteness and Commodity Aesthetics: Tom Thumb and Shirley Temple,’ in R. Garland
Thomson (ed.), Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body, New York University Press, 1996, p.
185.
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context, race does not seem to have greatly influenced patrons’ feelings of cuteness
regarding proportional little show people. In fact, whereas Merish relates cuteness to
“roundness of form and thickness of limbs (…) and especially by largeness of head in
proportion of the body”, I tend to disagree with her: these traits characterised (nonproportional) dwarfish people who were generally perceived as anything but cute;
would it perhaps imply that cuteness and sweetness of ‘midgets’ may stem from
contradictory features like childlike posture and adulthood?
The press was not only reporting on the little artists’ performances on stage
and in theatres, but also showed some interest into their private lives.76 Contrary to
dwarfs affected by skeletal dysplasia or other physical anomalies, whom the media
constantly labelled as ‘freaks, monstrosities, and oddities’ (supra), the proportional
little people were described by a press corps in unison as fashionable, pleasantly
looking, and socially successful:
The three girls of the company…dress in the height of fashion. They
wore smartly cut tweed coats with fur collars, small toning felt hats with
eye-veils, and shoes with spike heels. Mrs Blasero’s hair was expertly
waved, and her fingernails enamelled in the latest tint. She makes most
of her own clothes, gets her tiny spikeheeled shoes made to order and
sighs because they cost too much… She and her husband—he is also
with the troupe—each measure 3ft. 5in. They have a home near Berlin.77
In 1926, Brisbane was the place where
[t]he little men, perfectly tailored and hatted, and the little women,
fashionably gowned and millinered saunter round the city in pairs or
groups, awakening in the minds of spectators much more curiosity
concerning the origin and habits of dwarfs than they have felt before.78
Strolling in their fancy clothes was a perfect—and cheap—publicity act,
drawing attention—and the crowds—to the performances scheduled in town.
According to Bodin and Hershey, ‘[midget women] dress far more modishly and
expensively than the average American business women,’ building ‘against an
inferiority complex.’79 Buddie Thompson’s autobiography, illustrating the concept of
‘gaze’, supplies us with background information on the dressing habits of the artists,
adding: ‘Knowing that staring eyes are on them wherever they go, they know that the
public will notice it immediately if they are not dressed well.’80

‘Irving’s Imperial Midgets. Novel “Tiny Town” Entertainment. Billed for His Majesty’s’, Mirror (Perth,
WA), 15 Jan 1927, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article76447647 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
77 ‘Midget Actors’, Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 29 Jun 1933, p. 2, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle181197189 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
78 Truth (Brisbane, Qld.), 16 May 1926, p. 9.
79 Bodin and Hershey, It’s a Small World, pp. 172-173.
80 Thompson, As I Know Them, pp. 59-60.
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More context is provided by Sandow and White, who remarked that ‘[m]idgets
fascinate us, and so do midgets’ clothes.’ They observed that the proportional little
people were deeply offended if anybody suggested that they wore children’s clothes,
and explained:
They insist on perfect miniatures of adult garments. Pin stripes must be
reduced proportionally, dots must be tinier dots, checks must be
relatively small, suits must be tailored with the same exactness as
regulation sizes. Fittings have to be made on special platforms built for
the purpose, because the little people are touchy about being hoisted up
onto a table.81
Australian newspapers often praised Willie Rolle’s dress code and found that ‘[l]ike
that of all other men of the company his tailoring is an object lesson in sartorial art’.82
The Newcastle Sun remarked that ‘[t]hough fashionably attired, there is no tendency to
overdress. The clothes are but the cover to an exceedingly polished, cultured and
affable little man.’83
In his autobiography, Mr Rolle spoke out in rather negative terms on the
Australian railroads (and their strikes), hotels and theatre conditions.84 In his opinion,
some theatres, such as Melbourne’s Bijou Theatre, were abbruchreif (ready to be
demolished, m.o.t.), whereas even in these shabby places, audiences were enthusiastic.
However, every time Australians became aware of his (German) nationality, ‘their
friendliness disappeared like snow melting in the sun, even eight years after the end
of [World War I]’.85 He found the New Zealanders a friendlier people, while the theatre
conditions were comparable to those in Australia.86 Later, the troupe toured India,
Siam, and Egypt, before returning to Europe and, later, the United States. True to his
beliefs, Willie Rolle rejoiced at the increased Disziplin und Ordnung (discipline and
order) in Mussolini’s Italy, making the streets safer for little people like himself.87
Barnum style ballyhooing
From Italy, the new troupe embarked the M/V Remo in 1st class, arriving in Fremantle
on 7 April 1933 (Figure 3). Again, longer contracts in big cities like Perth, Adelaide,
Melbourne, and Sydney (both 6 weeks), and Brisbane, were alternated with one- to
three-day arrangements in smaller towns, like Albany, Cairns, Kalgoorlie, Coolgardie,
or St Kilda (see Figures 4 and 5).88

A. Sandow and E.B. White, ‘Scaled Down’, New Yorker, 30 Apr 1932, pp. 12-13.
Truth (Sydney, NSW), 30 May 1926, p. 6; Truth (Brisbane, Qld.), 16 May 1926, p. 9.
83 Newcastle Sun (NSW), 25 Sep 1926, p. 7; Daily News (Perth, WA), 21 Jan 1927, p. 10.
84 Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, pp. 112-113.
85 Ibid, p. 113.
86 Ibid, p. 120.
87 Ibid, p. 166. See also Ortrun und Erhard Schott, Verspottet als Liliputaner, Zwerge, Clowns, München,
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1983.
88 Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, pp. 172-176.
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Figure 3. Photograph of the Magda-Palermo Midgets with the magician Chefalo.89

During the Australian tour of the Magda-Palermo Midgets—as the newly
composed troupe was renamed— the press endorsed the little show people’s
managerial PR strategy, in affirming that the company arrived in Perth ‘coming direct
from London, at the conclusion of a phenomenally successful season at the London
Coliseum.’90 In reality, as Rolle specified in his autobiography, the troupe, tired of
staging minor performances in Italian theatres, departed from Naples.91
The arrival of the Magda-Palermo troupe was not to pass unnoticed, and the
local press ballyhooed the event in an adequate manner, reminiscent of P.T. Barnum’s
celebrated hoaxes:

'A Magician and his Troupe', The West Australian, 10 April 1933, p. 16. http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle32463099 (accessed viewed 30 Jan 2020).
90 ‘Mysterious Chefalo and Famous Midget Troupe’, Sunday Times (Perth, WA), 9 Apr 1933, p. 7,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article58677752 (accessed 26 Jan 2018). It may also have been a move from
conservative commentators, retaliating against increasing American influence into British heritage
inspired Australian society.
91 Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, pp. 169-170.
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Figures 4 and 5. Two posters advertising Chefalo, featuring The Magda-Palermo
Midgets. Posters from The Nielsen Collection, images courtesy Potter Auctions.

The names of Mr and Mrs Blasero…were called over and over again
without any reply, but a Customs searcher found them standing under
the table gazing into each other’s eyes… [A]nother couple was
missing…these two mites were found stowed away in the Purser’s
waste paper basket… After landing the fun began. A big lumper
standing, legs spread, gazing at the steamer’s bridge was amazed to see
a whole regiment of little people run through the arch his legs had
made.92
The M/V Remo passenger’s list teaches us that average height 'necromancer and
magician' 'Cefalo' (48) and troupe director Maddalena Palermo (47), both Italian, were
accompanied by a group of—predominantly single—little people of English,

‘Trouble at Port: Italian Steamer Concerned’, Albany Advertiser (WA), 8 May 1933, p. 4,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article70226574 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
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Czechoslovakian, US, German, Lithuanian, and Russian nationality. 93 By the time the
company staged in Brisbane, an Australian little person from Adelaide had joined.94
According to Mr Rolle’s chronicle, the troupe often staged matinee and evening
performances, their set being of about one and a half hour’s duration, on occasion
followed by the viewing of a picture.95 The programme at Perth’s His Majesty’s Theatre
in April 1933 was divided into two parts, whereby
[t]he first was of short turns by the tiny folk, symmetrical little
creatures—pretty little women and proper little men… There was no
hint of freakishness in their performance and the grotesquerie was that
of folk lore and fairy tale…96
As the tour went on, the giant’s nationality changed from Czechoslovakian to Russian,
most likely for publicity reasons, his height kept increasing to eight ft. and he was said
to keep on growing, as well. The two Marocco brothers, though Italian, were
unsurprisingly presented as ‘the two Moroccans’.
At Adelaide’s Theatre Royal in June, ‘Willie Blasero burlesqued ‘O Solo Mio’
in droll fashion, and with his wife Melita, gave a charming classical waltz.’97 Unlike
what would be told of a dwarfish couple, ‘Melita and Willie Brasero gave a skilful
demonstration of ballroom dancing, which called for delighted comments on the part
of the audience, watching their light and dainty movements.’98
At the Wintergarden performance in Rockhampton in September, Chefalo
performed magical tricks using ‘two happy female midgets’. Next, he produced the
whole troupe from an empty box. 99 In an interview, Chefalo justified why his tricks
were interlarded with little people, by stating that the—spoiled—public’s taste in
magic had changed and magicians had to update their performance.100
In a rare interview with the three ladies of the troupe, the spokesman (sic) of
the company, Mrs Blasero, stated: ‘We have had a lovely time here—a nice place, a
beautiful theatre, and lovely people. It is not always so pleasant… It’s terrible in some

National Archives of Australia, Passenger Arrivals, PP246/4. For acoustical reasons, the Australian
press consistently transcribed the official Italian name Cefalo into English as ‘Chefalo’.
94 Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 29 Jun 1933, p. 2.
95 ‘Famous Midgets on the Stage at the Civic’, Singleton Argus (NSW), 3 Nov 1933, p. 3,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article81688406 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
96 ‘Chefalo and Troupe at His Majesty’s’, Daily News (Perth, WA), 15 Apr 1933, p. 7,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article84990013 (accessed 27 Jan 2018); ‘Chefalo’s Marvels. The Long and the
Short of it’, Cairns Post (Qld.), 6 Sep 1933, p. 3, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article41220307 (accessed 8 Jan
2018).
97 Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), 12 Jun 1933, p. 11, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article46980331 (accessed 21
Jan 2018).
98 ‘A Good Show… Clever Troupe of Midgets’, Maryborough Chronicle, Wide Bay and Burnett Advertiser
(Qld.), 6 Oct 1933, p. 9, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article149250966 (accessed 26 Jan 2018).
99 Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld.), 26 Sep 1933, p. 8,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/55517956 (accessed 24 Dec 2018); 28 Sep 1933, p. 8,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article55518318 (accessed 27 Jan 2018); Maryborough Chronicle, Wide Bay and
Burnett Advertiser (Qld.), 6 Oct 1933, p. 9.
100 ‘A Magician and his Midgets’, Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 11 Oct 1933, p. 8, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newspage19270118 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
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places.’101 What is meant by this avowal, is clarified in Rolle’s autobiography: in his
opinion, the theatre conditions in Melbourne, as in Australia altogether, were well
behind modern standards, some theatre-ruins (his very words) being deprived of
running water and wardrobes or having abominable lighting conditions.102 Still, the
media positively appraised the little people’s social and intellectual capacities at the
end of the interview, by affirming that ‘[t]hey are a bright intelligent little group of
people, who allow a wide open and observant eye to survey the world around them’.103
During my research and contrary to some (early) traditions in the proportional
little people’s realm, no trace was found in the 1920s-30s of performers working in the
‘aggrandised mode’ of representation—a concept coined and developed by Bogdan—
meaning that the non-normative body was a normative member of society despite
their physical difference, illustrated by brandishing titles like ‘General’, ‘Princess’,
‘Major’, ‘Count’, etc. Bogdan signalled the practice of (high-)aggrandised mode to
encourage the construction of a preferred self-image, particularly useful to physically
dissociate these exhibits from other freak attractions and, hence, to distinguish
‘midgets’ from ‘dwarfs’. However, managers exhibited proportional little people in
Australia far from the sideshow environment and, thus, this practice was thought to
be pointless. 104 It may also be that proportional little people did not feel the need to
resort to this practice in view of the fact that they were far better respected than their
unfortunate ‘freakish’ colleagues and had developed a sense of agency in their
relations with their managers. As Bogdan illustrated in general terms, little people,
who were first and foremost show people, actively participated in the construction of
their creation; show entrepreneurs had a business relationship, involving a contract,
with their performers, and they mutually benefited from each other.105
The company continued to tour in Australia for eight more months. From
Rockhampton, the train took them south to Bundaberg, Maryborough (Town Hall),
Gympie, and Brisbane (Regent Theatre).106 Afterwards, the tour travelled to Newcastle
(Civic Theatre), Sydney, and Tasmania (see Figure 6).107 The Magda-Palermo Midget
troupe left Melbourne on board the S/S Ceramic of the White Star Line on 28 March
1934, having the African continent as their destination.108

Singleton Argus (NSW), 3 Nov 1933, p. 3; Sun (Sydney, NSW), 11 Dec 1933, p. 11.
Rolle, Als Liliputaner um die Welt, p. 113.
103 Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 11 Oct 1933, p. 8.
104 Bogdan, Freak Show, pp. 147, 174-75. R. Adams, Sideshow U.S.A.: Freaks and the American Cultural
Imagination, Chicago, IL, University of Chicago Press, 2001, p. 90.
105 Bogdan, Freak Show, p. 267-68.
106 ‘Thank You. Midgets’ Farewell. Willie Rolle Says Good-bye’, Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld.), 3
Oct 1933, p. 5, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article54746277 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
107 Singleton Argus (NSW), 3 Nov 1933, p. 3. Sun (Sydney, NSW), 11 Dec 1933, p. 11.
108 The S/S Ceramic was sunk by German torpedoes on 7 December 1942, killing all but one of 657
passengers and crew, among them 14 Royal Australian Navy soldiers.
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Figure 6. Report in the Daily Standard (Brisbane) of Chefalo and the Magda-Palermo
Midget troupe arriving from Sydney.109

Hollywood ignites process
Closer to the end of the interwar period, Australian media continued to treat (other)
dwarfish little people in a demeaning manner: under the title ‘Midget Marvels’, The
Telegraph (Brisbane) in 1938 reported facts and figures from Bodin and Hershey’s book
It’s a Small World: All about Midgets, stating that:
there cannot be more than 2,000 midgets, who differ from dwarfs in that these
latter are really misformed, the short stature being due to the limbs and not the
head and trunk. The midget, on the other hand, is a perfect miniature human
being, shaped in the same proportion as a normal-sized person. Because of their
handicap of inadequate size most midgets show extraordinary determination
and ability to succeed in making a living in the world.110
In the late 1930s, Hollywood embarked upon a ‘midget movie cycle’ in search for
novelty, exploiting the cinematic potential and appeal of proportional little people.111
Despite these movies’ narrative and working conditions enhancing social archetypes
related to the Otherness of short-statured people, the film may have ignited the process
of self-acceptance among the hypopituitary little folks that would take another 20
years to crystallise.

Daily Standard (Brisbane), 24 August 1933, p. 1. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article183081121 (accessed
30 Jan 2020).
110 Bodin and Hershey, It’s a Small World; E.R. Yarham, ‘Midget Marvels’, Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), 9 Jul
1938, p. 19, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article183513086 (accessed 27 Jan 2018).
111 ‘The Midgets are Coming: New Freak Cycle’, Chronicle (Adelaide, SA), 24 Nov 1938, p. 55,
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/92433661 (accessed 22 Dec 2018).
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No evidence was found of any of the entertainers belonging to one of the
touring Australian troupes as taking part in Hollywood’s Golden Age of
moviemaking.
Epilogue
Although some ‘midget troupes’ continued performing into the 1940s-1950s, the
aftermath of World War II meant the end of the heydays for many of them.112 The 'freak
show', once the main attraction of midways at Fairs and Exhibitions, had lost most of
its audience, wary of the show’s lack of dignity, and, hence, became less profitable.113
In 1957, US based diminutive entertainers organised themselves into 'Little People of
America', thereby reversing initial denial to acknowledge their own identity as a
dwarf, while assuming control over their common destiny across various types of
dwarfism.114 The ‘Little People’s Association of Australia’ (nowadays ‘Short Statured
People of Australia’, SSPA) was founded in 1968. Concepts of self, identity, and
identification became central themes in sociology and social theory, whereby self refers
to how people think of themselves, while identity refers to how a person is perceived
by others.115 Thus, little people overcame their absolute reliance on managers and other
authority figures—which, in spite of their sense of agency, rendered them vulnerable
and susceptible to exploitation—by exchanging them for political, social and ethical
communities and alliances.
A changing mindset, driven by enhanced research and knowledge sharing, led
to larger social acceptance of and greater respect for Otherness and the emergence in
the late 1970s of a disability rights discourse. This invited scholars to think about
disability not as an isolated medical pathology but as a key social category like race,
class, and gender.116 These developments, supported by legal instruments, brought
relief for feelings of shame and discrimination, suffered across cultural contexts by
people with disabilities. Erin Pritchard rightly argues that the strong cultural
representation of dwarfism perpetuating the popularity of little people within the
entertainment industry, should be substituted for a more varied array, likely to
generate a radical change of perceptions by and, consequently, interaction with other
members of the public. She maintains there is still a long way to go in depicting little
people in everyday situations and playing everyday characters (e.g., as a teacher, or a
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station agent) which can help to challenge existing stereotypes of dwarfs.117 It is easily
understood that the modelling function of successful peers is of paramount
importance for idiosyncratic minorities.118 The emergence in the Game of Thrones
television series of an iconic and complex—and, finally, sympathetic—cinematic
character like Tyrion Lannister, impersonated by height-impaired actor Peter
Dinklage, is a salutary step forward in that direction.
As early as 1934, Bodin and Hershey predicted that ‘the conditions that cause
midgets [and] giants…can be controlled and these abnormal forms of human beings
will go the way of the dodo…into oblivion’.119 Recourse to natural growth hormone
(hGH) therapy in the 1960s was improved by treatment with recombinant growth
hormone (rhGH), a synthetic drug, to successfully treat GHD from 1985 onwards.
Consequently, as forecast, encounters with proportional little people in Western
countries have become rare. An unknown number of them are still to be found in
developing countries where the lack of adequate treatment at a reasonable price is
responsible for the continuation of this impairment.
Conclusion
It has often been established that cultural representations of people with bodily
anomalies, underlining their Otherness, are illustrative of their treatment by and in
society, and, hence, causative in shaping their identity and self-esteem.120 Since the
1990s, there has been a progressive shift in social attitudes from a personality-based,
medical disability to a social disability, more thoughtful of the collective aspect. At
present, the exhibition of people with restricted growth, and the resulting exploitation
(by individuals), and denigration (by the public at large), has ceased to gain public
support. More assertive dwarfish people, suffering from whatever bodily anomaly,
have come to discard patronising attitudes, while setting in motion an identification
process leading to self-worth and the valuation of difference in the outside world.
This article demonstrates that, in Australian media during the interwar period,
there was wide consent and consistency in formulating the cultural representation of
proportional little show people in a positive, almost affectionate, wording, in
comparison to the, often, disrespectful treatment of their dwarfish counterparts. Thus,
the media perpetuated and reinforced the antagonism between ‘midgets’ and other
short-statured people, until both categories, for obvious strategic reasons linked to
their emancipation and in search of greater social acceptance, joined forces—not
without difficulty—during the 1950s (USA) and the 1960s (Australia).
My research shows that the Australian media’s social responsibility is
significant: for a long time, allegedly for aesthetic reasons but surely helped by
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marketing and advertising practices of (side)show managers, they exacerbated the
controversy between proportional little people—their ‘darlings’—compared to little
people affected by other bodily anomalies. They were compliant—to say the least—in
shaping an atmosphere in which the audience’s gaze at ‘freakish’ (involving dwarfs)
or ‘endearing’ (involving proportional little performers) spectacles was deployed as
an instrument of power relations (as coined by Foucault), constantly reminding all
little people of their inferiority status.
In recent years, growth restricted people across the board have been
emancipated and are, finally, on their way to surmount the socially constructed
obstacles that preclude them from exercising their rights, be it in the social, economic,
cultural, or political field.
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